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in Massachusetts and frightening away the lieutenant-governor 
Nicholson in New York. For, at that time, a revolution in England © 
drove from the throne the despised King James (for whom, when 

- he was Duke of York, the city and province of New York bad been 
named) and so mixed up matters in the colonies that it was hard to. 
tell just who had the right to act. Then the people resolved to act — 

for themselves. In Massachusetts, after putting the Royal Governor, 
Andros, in prison, the people set up a government of their own. 
Connecticut saved her much-prized “charter” from seizure by the 

king’s men by blowing out the 
lights just as it was to be taken 
away, and hiding it in a tree; 
that tree stood as an honored 
relic for nearly two hundred 
years afterward and was always 
known as “the Charter Oak.” In 
New York, the people, left with- 
out a governor, proclaimed their 
right to rule themselves and ap- 
pointed a patriotic citizen, named 

Jacob Leisler, to act as temporary governor. One of the earliest of 
American patriots, Jacob Leisler ruled with vigor as the “people’s 
governor.” He summoned a popular convention, arranged the first 
mayoralty election by the people, made the first step toward union 
by attempting a continental congress, and tried to make a bold 
strike at the power of France by an invasion of Canada. But he 
was disliked by the few “aristocratic” leaders of New York affairs, 
because he would not do as they wished but preferred to act for the 
whole people; they combined against him, and when the new gov- 
ernor appointed by the king arrived Leisler was arrested, impris- 

—oned and hanged for treason—“the first martyr of American. - 
independence.” 

After this, things went “from bad to worse,” so far as the relations 
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